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popular, Jodie is portrayed by everyone as the ultimate girl-next-door, but as
Good Girl, Bad Girl Michael Robotham 2020-05-05 Finalist for the 2020 Edgar

Cyrus peels back the layers, a secret life emerges—one that Evie Cormac, the

Award for Best Novel From the internationally bestselling author who

girl with no past, knows something about. A man haunted by his own tragic

Stephen King calls “an absolute master,” a fiendishly clever thriller about a

history, Cyrus is caught between the two cases—one girl who needs saving

dangerous young woman with the ability to know when someone is

and another who needs justice. What price will he pay for the truth?

lying—and the criminal psychologist who must outwit her to survive. A girl

Emotionally explosive, swiftly paced, and “haunting…Robotham expertly

is discovered hiding in a secret room in the aftermath of a terrible crime. Half-

raises the tension as the action hurtles toward the devastating climax”

starved and filthy, she won’t tell anyone her name, or her age, or where she

(Publishers Weekly, starred review).

came from. Maybe she is twelve, maybe fifteen. She doesn’t appear in any

Imperfect Truth Ava Harrison 2015-05-13 I'm a blogger. He's a writer.He was

missing persons file, and her DNA can’t be matched to an identity. Six years

my weakness. I was his muse. Once upon a time my marriage was built on

later, still unidentified, she is living in a secure children’s home with a new

love...Until it wasn't. Where had we gone wrong?I had given up hope...But

name, Evie Cormac. When she initiates a court case demanding the right to

then he messaged me,And his words intoxicated me.Made me believe in love

be released as an adult, forensic psychologist Cyrus Haven must determine if

again.Made me believe in truth.My imperfect truth...

Evie is ready to go free. But she is unlike anyone he’s ever met—fascinating

Remy Katy Evans 2013-11-26 New York Times bestselling author Katy

and dangerous in equal measure. Evie knows when someone is lying, and no

Evans expands upon the intense love story begun in Real and Mine—this

one around her is telling the truth. Meanwhile, Cyrus is called in to

time from Remington “Riptide” Tate’s point of view. Underground fighter

investigate the shocking murder of a high school figure-skating champion,

Remington Tate is a mystery, even to himself. His mind is dark and light,

Jodie Sheehan, who died on a lonely footpath close to her home. Pretty and

complex and enlightening. At times his actions and moods are carefully
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measured, and at others, they spin out of control. Through it all, there’s been

and out of them--he isn't the kind of man you bring home to Daddy. Her

one constant: wanting, needing, loving, and protecting Brooke Dumas. This is

father's disapproval and the pressure of the campaign have her eyeing the

his story; from the first moment he laid eyes on her and knew, without a

straight and narrow, but Lizzy's finding it awfully hard to resist the devil on

doubt, she would be the realest thing he’s ever had to fight for.

her shoulder...

Racer Katy Evans 2017-11-24 A bad boy with something to prove. A woman

Womanizer Katy Evans 2016-11-15 A sexy new contemporary standalone

with a mission. The race of their lives. The love of a lifetime. I don't think his

romance by New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Katy

parents expected him to live up to his name?Racer Tate'but once he felt the

Evans. You've seen the headlines: Womanizing billionaire player! Watch out!

adrenaline rush behind the wheel, he was addicted. He's the fastest, fiercest

Stay away! We were just two strangers. Facing a forbidden attraction, a

driver around. �Scouting new talent brings me to his doorstep... but his smile

chemical connection. Neither of us expected or wanted it to amount to more.

sends me to my knees.� The sexy, mysterious Racer Tate is not the kind of

But I had never been drawn to a guy the way I was drawn to this one: my

man a girl like me falls for. He's secretive, reckless, elusive. But his proximity

brother's best friend, and CEO of the company where I interned. Even

pushes me beyond reason, and his kiss.... This is our last chance to win, and he

knowing I should stay away, I proved to be too human, after all. The

is our only hope. I'm supposed to watch him'make sure he doesn't get into

chemistry was amazing. The laughs were incredible. I opened up to him in

trouble. But it's an impossible task. And now the one in heart wrenching, toe-

more ways than I'd opened up to anyone before. But sex was as far as I'd go.

curling, soul-crushing trouble is me. Because when your heart belongs to

Just sex because he was too irresistible. Just sex because I wouldn't be falling

someone, their truths become your own, and their secrets become your

for him. Just sex because I'd leave in three months, and I'd like for my

salvation...or your curse. He says he wants me. He says I'm the One. But he

brother not to kill me, and for nobody to find out he was my wicked little

also thinks he'll break my heart, one piece at a time until it's gone.

secret. He wasn't the One. He was just a womanizer. But for a time, he would

Million Dollar Devil Katy Evans 2019-05-28 Big-city sophistication meets

be mine.

carnal hunger in this devilish contemporary romance from New York Times

Mr. Big Delancey Stewart 2017-08-29 He’s tortured and dark, angsty and

and USA Today bestselling author Katy Evans. Heir apparent to her father's

arrogant. You want the truth? He’s kind of an A-hole. He’s also the CEO.

company, Lizzy Banks needs a man. The perfect man. But when the rich

Everything in my life goes according to plan, and that’s the way I like it. I

"fundbabies" she usually rubs shoulders with prove impossible to hire, she

got the degree. I got the job. Now I just need to prove that I have what it

takes a chance on a raw beast of a man salvaged from the wreckage of a bar

takes to succeed in the real world. If there’s one thing that’s not in my plans,

brawl. James Rowan earns a modest income as a YouTube daredevil, but he

it’s falling in love with my boss. Most relationships don’t start with one person

can't refuse Lizzy's million dollar deal. As she polishes his rough edges,

calling the other out in public for being an arrogant jerk. Then again, most

creating a sophisticated gentleman fit for the highest circles of society, not

CEOs don’t cut their own employees in line at the coffeehouse and bark

only does she bring out the perfect man--it's like she's making the man of her

orders at people like they own the place. Maybe pissing Oliver Cody off isn’t

dreams. How can she resist? Though Lizzy loves seeing James in his clothes--

the right move. And now that he’s part of my world, all my plans go straight
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to hell. This sexy standalone novel includes an excerpt from another

my soul. The next day he was gone and I only had a memory of him. I could

Loveswept title. Praise for Mr. Big “This is a masterful piece of writing. I

still taste his kisses, feel his demanding touch. I searched for him for months.

could not, and did not, put it down until I finished the book. It’s difficult to say

Daydreaming about him. Wondering if I'd ever find him. Until the day I find

how much I loved reading Mr. Big, but when you read it you will

myself staring face to face with his jeweled black eyes again. He says lets keep

understand.”—USA Today “Mr. Big is funny, emotional, and a whole lot sexy.

it casual, and my heart knows that falling for this workaholic in a three-

Delancey Stewart provided romance, conflict, angst, friendship, and family

thousand-dollar suit is off the table. Because he has a secret. One that's a deal

[with] an entertaining cast of characters.”—Harlequin Junkie “Oliver and

breaker for me. My Suit has a name. Ian Ford. And this is our story. *Mogul

Holland are realistic and easy to sympathize with, and they have smoldering

contains characters from Tycoon, but is written to be read as a standalone.

chemistry. This is a heartwarming story with interesting characters and a

Manwhore +1 Katy Evans 2015-07-07 Second in the sexy new Manwhore

good plot line.”—Cocktails & Books “I felt for each character. . . . Loved the

series from the New York Times bestselling author ofREAL. Getting this

writing and can’t wait to read more from this author.”—Alpha Book Review

close to Chicago's hottest player can get a girl burned. Billionaire playboy?

“I loved being able to follow the journey and I am absolutely convinced that I

Check. Ruthless businessman? Check. Absolutely sinful? Check. Malcolm Saint

will read a book from this author at any given time.”—Jeri’s Book Attic (five

was an assignment. A job. Any journalist would kill for access to this beautiful,

stars) “Ollie is no match for Holland. She takes a dickish, spoiled pretty boy

difficult man, but I was the one sent to uncover Chicago's hottest

and turns him into the sexy, bad boy alpha of her dreams. Hot chemistry,

entrepreneur. And uncover him I did betraying his secrets, releasing details

sizzling sex, and a hero you can’t wait to get what’s coming to him, Mr. Big

of his hookups and hedonistic lifestyle. I intended to reveal him—not let him

will keep you turning pages.”—USA Today bestselling author Jamie K.

reveal me. But my head was overtaken by my heart and suddenly nothing

Schmidt, “Mr. Big is the kind of smart, sexy delight that every woman

could stop me: I fell for him—and I fell hard. Malcolm Saint is absolute Sin, and

deserves to read! Delancey Stewart will make you believe in true love in this

I've become a hopeless Sinner. Now that the assignment is over, Saint wants

steamy, heart-wrenching tale.”—USA Today bestselling author Sierra Simone

something from me—something unexpected—and I want this wicked

“With a smart, feisty heroine and hot, tortured hero, Mr. Big has everything I

playboy's heart. But how can I prove to the man who trusts no one that I'm

look for in a contemporary romance. Witty, sexy, and full of heart!”—USA

worthy of becoming his plus one? The man they call Saint is pure hell to

Today bestselling author Melanie Harlow

resist.

Mogul Katy Evans 2018-05-31 A brand new contemporary romance from

Seven Nights to Surrender Jeanette Grey 2015-11-03 "Jeanette Grey has

New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling author

become a must-read voice in romance. Seven Nights to Surrender is lyrical,

Katy Evans. He's my most delicious secret. The hot Suit I had a one-night

stunningly sexy, and brings swoons for days." --- Christina Lauren, New

stand with one evening. I didn't know anything about him, not even his

York Times bestselling author By day, he'll show her a side of Paris not found

name. Only that we shared a taxi, and he was staying at the hotel where I

in any guidebook. By night, he'll introduce her to a passion beyond her

worked. We met in room 1103. Where he commanded not only my body but

wildest dreams. In this sensuous story of indulgence and desire, Jeanette Grey
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delivers one of the most romantic reads of the year and proves why she is fast

Shayne's past that threatens to tear them apart, she begins to question

becoming a must-read star. SEVEN NIGHTS TO SURRENDER Kate arrives

everything she's ever felt for him. Will Liberty choose to follow her heart or

in Paris hoping to find inspiration. Instead she finds Rylan. In a swirl of stolen

will she give up the one person who finally made her feel whole again?

kisses and hot, tangled sheets, Kate is quickly swept away by the sexy

Think of Me Frances Liardet 2022-02-22 From the New York Times

stranger, longing to surrender to his expert touch. With Rylan, nothing is

bestselling author of We Must Be Brave comes a new sweeping historical

forbidden-except the truth. An American ex-pat worth millions, Rylan never

novel about one couple’s journey through war, love, and loss, and how the

flaunts his fortune. Rather, he guards his identity from everyone, especially

people we love never really leave us. 1942, Alexandria, Egypt. Covered in

women. No strings, no commitments, no complications. But the second his lips

dust, Yvette and James hold hands for the first time as bombs explode above

taste Kate's soft, sweet skin, everything changes. For the first time, Rylan has

them. As World War II rages on, they will find their way back to each other

found someone to share his every want and need. Yet he knows that secrets

time and again, their love a beacon for their survival. After the war, they

stand between them. To keep her, he'll need to confess the truth before it's

make a life together in England, where happiness takes root and blossoms,

too late . . . even if doing so could mean losing Kate forever.

until a tragic event drives a wedge between them. The path back to one

Relinquishing Liberty Maureen Mayer 2013-08-26 On the outside, Liberty

another is uncharted territory that both must be brave enough to face. 1974,

Davis appeared to have it all...a loving family, a tight knit circle of friends, and

England. Ten years after his wife’s death, James moves to the English village

a bright future ahead of her. Everything was perfect. That is until her

of Upton seeking change. There he discovers a scarf that lights the dark edges

brother tragically took his own life, turning her whole world upside down.

of his memory. Could it be Yvette's? As James makes a new home for

Left to pick up the pieces of her broken family, Liberty is faced with focusing

himself, he begins to unlock revelations about his past that just might return

all of her attention on helping her parents cope with the loss of their son,

his lost faith to him—faith in humanity, in himself, and perhaps most

while putting her own life on the back burner. But what no one seems to

important of all, his faith in love. Captivating and inspiring, Think of Me

realize is that she is just as broken inside. Now, four years later, twenty year

explores the power of love to echo across the years, and its power to save.

old Liberty is taking back the reins of her life. She leaves behind everything

The Duet R. S. Grey 2014-10-25 When 27-year-old pop sensation Brooklyn

she's ever known, hoping to make a fresh start...one where she isn't faced

Heart steps in front of a microphone, her love songs enchant audiences

with the constant reminder that her brother is nothing more than faded

worldwide. But when it comes to her own love life, the only spell she's

memory. What she didn't expect to find along the way was Shayne. Tall,

under is a dry one.So when her label slots her for a Grammy performance

dark and tattooed, Shayne Thompson has developed quite a reputation for

with the sexy and soulful Jason Monroe, she can't help but entertain certain

being a player. Despite everyone's negative perception, Liberty still finds

fantasies... those in which her G-string gets more play than her guitars'.Only

herself drawn to him. When she learns that Shayne knows all too well what

one problem. Jason is a lyrical lone wolf that isn't happy about sharing the

it feels like to lose someone you love, she finds that they have a lot more in

stage--nor his ranch -- with the sassy singer. But while it may seem like a

common than just a physical attraction. When Liberty discovers a secret from

song entitled 'Jason Monroe Is an Arrogant Ho' basically writes itself, their
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label and their millions of fans are expecting recording gold...They're

colleague Kate Brooks. When rich, handsome, and arrogant meets beautiful,

expecting The Duet.A fun & sexy Romantic Comedy.

brilliant, and ambitious, things are bound to get tangled... Drew Evans makes

Million Dollar Marriage Katy Evans 2019-07-23 From New York Times

multimillion-dollar business deals and seduces New York’s most beautiful

bestselling author Katy Evans comes a hot romance about two strangers and

women with just a smile. So why has he been shuttered in his apartment for

their race to fall in love. If someone had bet Nell a million dollars that she

seven days, miserable and depressed? He’ll tell you he has the flu, but we all

would be saying "I do" to a complete stranger on national television, she'd

know that’s not really true. When Katherine Brooks is hired as the new

have called them crazy, but with her crushing student loan payments

associate at Drew’s father’s investment banking firm, every aspect of the

sending her deep into the red, she's out of options. This should be nothing

dashing playboy’s life is thrown into a tailspin. The professional competition

more than a business transaction--until she sets eyes on her groom, and

she brings is unnerving, his attraction to her is distracting, his failure to entice

everything changes. The game is on the instant Luke spots Penelope "Nell"

her into his bed is exasperating. How can one woman turn a smooth-talking

Carpenter. He's out for the money, yes, but getting a little dirty with Nell

player into a broken, desperate man? By making the one thing he never

doesn't sound too bad either. Everyone knows he's not the marrying kind, so

wanted in life the only thing he can’t live without.

it's a good thing it's just for show. God knows he's the worst guy his pretty

Best Man Katy Evans 2019-12-09 A brand new sizzling contemporary

wife should pick for real. They have nothing in common, but if they want

romance from New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today

the grand prize, they'll have to beat out eight other couples. Proving that total

bestselling author Katy Evans.When the wedding of your dreams is just

opposites attract should be easy enough...as long as they don't fall in love in the

around the corner, everything needs to go as planned. Only problem is, the

process.

groom didn't get the memo.Aaron forgot the rings, and Lia is determined to

Misconduct Penelope Douglas 2015 "Former tennis player Easton Bradbury is

make the long drive home to get them in time for their "I do's." But there's a

trying to be the best teacher she can be, trying to reach her bored students,

catch. There always is with Aaron, isn't there?Aaron is too hungover to come,

trying to forget her past ... Now one parent-teacher meeting may be her

and sends a replacement.The best man.Miles Foster. The cocky, arrogant, sexy

undoing. Meeting Tyler Marek for the first time makes it easy for Easton to

best man...and the last person Lia wants to be trapped in a car with for

see why his son is having trouble in school. The man knows how to manage

hours.But Aaron insists, and Lia wonders if there's another reason Aaron

businesses and wealth, not a living, breathing teenage boy. Or a young

wants Miles tagging along--aside from sticking her with a hot, surly

teacher, for that matter, though he tries to. And yet there is something about

babysitter.Yet how bad can it be? It'll be over before she knows it, and she'll

him that draws Easton in a hint of vulnerability, a flash of attraction, a spark

never see him again. Just like in college.But when secrets are revealed, and

that might burn"--

Lia's whole world is turned upside down, she realizes she's been living a lie--

Tangled Emma Chase 2013-08-02 In New York Times bestselling author

and so has her groom.Miles is supposed to be the best man at her wedding.But

Emma Chase’s sizzling and hilarious debut novel, Drew Evans—gorgeous,

what if he is simply the best man she has ever known? The best man for her?

arrogant, irreverent, and irresistibly charming—meets his match in new

Ladies Man Katy Evans 2016-04-21 Tahoe Roth. Irreverent, cocky, playful,
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and naughty. He's not the guy you date. He's the one night stand. The one

Tycoon Katy Evans 2017-06-22 A sexy new standalone contemporary

your mother warned you about. The one your body craves. You'd think the

romance by NYT and USA Today bestselling author Katy Evans. He wasn’t

man who called me succulent would want to strip me down and spread me

always this rich. This hot. This difficult. Aaric Christos was a guy who

out on his bed--like he's done with countless others. But he passed on my

protected me. Wanted me. Maybe even loved me. That man is gone. In his

offer.... Just like I'd once passed on his. He's wary, like I am. He's broken, like

place is the most powerful real estate tycoon in the city. He’s a cold, ruthless,

I am. And everyone knows two broken parts can't ever make a whole. Tahoe

aggressive businessman. The only one who can save me and my startup from

and I are strictly friends. So I distract myself with other men. He doesn't

ruin. It takes every ounce of courage to put my pride aside and ask for his

think my new man is good enough. This blond, blue-eyed beast doesn't think

help. I didn’t expect him to offer it easily. And he doesn’t. Instead, he vets me

any man is--himself included. But the more time we spend together, the

harder than he’s vetted anyone. Don’t invest in what you don’t know, he

more confused I feel. I'm trying to open myself to love. Yet I'm quickly

says. He's assessing every piece of me, to the point I've never felt so bare. I

realizing that the only man I want is Tahoe Roth. The one man who will

yearn for the boy I once knew, whose touch once craved me. Putting it all on

surely break my heart. A sexy new Manwhore series standalone

the line will be worth it, I tell myself. Until I realize—too late—that some

contemporary romance from New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling

risks are not worth taking.

author Katy Evans.

Saving a Legend Sarah Robinson 2016-06-14 Praised by Penelope Ward as “a

Marriage Games CD Reiss 2016-10-25

unique story line with multiple layers to it,” Sarah Robinson’s Saving a

Dark Sexy Knight Katy Regnery 2016-06-04 Loosely inspired by the legend

Legend goes another round with the brooding Kavanagh brothers: MMA

of Camelot, Dark Sexy Knight tells the story of dinner theater knight Colt

fighters who won’t call it quits in the ring, or in romance. His family’s gym

Lane, who meets down-on-her-luck Verity Gwynn on the worst day of her

has produced a roster of mixed martial arts legends, but so far Kieran

life. Evicted from their home, Verity and her special-needs brother, Ryan,

Kavanagh hasn’t followed in their footsteps. After a brawl lands him in jail,

must find jobs or risk being separated. Colt, who is the furthest-possible thing

Kieran is assigned to work at a center for at-risk youth. Though given a

from a white knight in real life, comes to their unlikely rescue, quickly

second chance, Kieran’s simply going through the motions—until he meets

cementing his place in Verity's heart. Colt has dark, deeply buried secrets that

one very special kid, Shea Doherty, and falls hard for her very beautiful, very

keep his smile hidden and his eyes down, which has kept people away . . .

grown-up big sister, Fiona. The trouble is, Kieran’s best opening moves are

until he meets Verity, who seems immune to his gruff manners and taciturn

getting him nowhere fast. Fiona Doherty has too many responsibilities to fool

ways. The more time Colt spends with her, the more he longs for her

around, especially now that she has custody of Shea. Sure, she’d love to find a

sweetness in his life and yearns to be the knight in shining armor she so

devoted partner. But she won’t jeopardize her sister’s happiness—or risk

desperately needs. Certain he will lose her if she learns the truth about his

revealing her tortured past—on a love-’em-and-leave-’em type of guy like

past, he must decide if he can trust her with his yesterday in order to build a

Kieran . . . so it’s up to him to prove her wrong. As Fiona spends more time

beautiful tomorrow.

with Kieran, she starts to see a softer side of the reckless warrior. Now she
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must admit that when it comes to the possibility of real love, well . . . there’s a

The Lost Girls Heather Young 2016-07-26 “The delicacy of [Young’s] writing

fighting chance. Praise for Saving a Legend “Saving a Legend is a deep and

elevates the drama and gives her two central characters depth and backbone…

moving story about family, acceptance, and love. Plus those Kavanaghs really

For all the beauty of Young’s writing, her novel is a dark one...And the

know how to make a girl swoon.”—New York Times bestselling author Katy

murder mystery that drives it is as shocking as anything you’re likely to read

Evans “I devoured this book from the first word to the last. I didn’t want it to

for a good long while.” — New York Times Book Review A stunning novel

end! Kieran is the epitome of what every woman looks for in a man.”—New

that examines the price of loyalty, the burden of regret, the meaning of

York Times bestselling author Susan Stoker "Sarah Robinson makes me ache

salvation, and the sacrifices we make for those we love, told in the voices of

to be part of the Kavanaugh family. Saving A Legend is a rich, emotional, and

two unforgettable women linked by a decades-old family mystery at a

sexy story with strong characters who fight for the love they

picturesque lake house. In 1935, six-year-old Emily Evans vanishes from her

deserve."—HelenKay Dimon, author of Mr. and Mr. Smith “I fell head over

family’s vacation home on a remote Minnesota lake. Her disappearance

heels for Kieran, Fiona, Shea, and the Kavanaghs!”—Serena Bell, USA Today

destroys the family—her father commits suicide, and her mother and two

bestselling author of the Returning Home series “Sarah Robinson delivers

older sisters spend the rest of their lives at the lake house, keeping a decades-

another knockout in the Kavanagh series with a gripping story of

long vigil for the lost child. Sixty years later, Lucy, the quiet and watchful

redemption, survival, and love. What more could you ask for? I can’t wait

middle sister, lives in the lake house alone. Before her death, she writes the

until the next book!”—Sophia Henry, author of the Pilots Hockey series

story of that devastating summer in a notebook that she leaves, along with the

“Another enjoyable read . . . I couldn’t get enough of the Kavanagh

house, to the only person who might care: her grandniece, Justine. For

family.”—Under the Covers Book Blog “Saving a Legend was more than a

Justine, the lake house offers freedom and stability—a way to escape her

love story. It was a story compassion, family strength, forgiveness, and

manipulative boyfriend and give her daughters the home she never had. But

acceptance. Sarah Robinson did a magnificent job . . . I can’t wait to see what

the long Minnesota winter is just beginning. The house is cold and

comes next.”—Smut Book Junkie “I’m so excited to read more about this

dilapidated. The dark, silent lake is isolated and eerie. Her only neighbor is a

family. If I was on the fence to start with, I’m definitely all in after reading

strange old man who seems to know more about the summer of 1935 than

this one.”—The Romance Factor “Sarah Robinson once again wrote an

he’s telling. Soon Justine’s troubled oldest daughter becomes obsessed with

incredible story with even more incredible characters.”—Collectors “Well

Emily’s disappearance, her mother arrives to steal her inheritance, and the

done, Sarah Robinson. . .This story was sexy and humorous and truthful. . . .

man she left launches a dangerous plan to get her back. In a house haunted by

It’s about trust and hope, facing challenges, accepting pasts and moving

the sorrows of the women who came before her, Justine must overcome their

forward, but most of all, it is about hope.”—OMG Reads “With this second

tragic legacy if she hopes to save herself and her children.

book, I find myself even more emotionally invested in the Kavanagh family

Mr. President Katy Evans 2016-11-05

and their stories.”—Dog-Eared Daydreams Includes a special message from the

Firefly Lane Kristin Hannah 2009-01-06 Inseparable best friends Kate and

editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

Tully, two young women who, despite their very different lives, have
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vowed to be there for each other forever, have been true to their promise for

pain, something like guilt, perhaps. He knows he shouldn't get involved, but

thirty years, until events and choices in their lives tear them apart. Reprint.

he can't help himself. Trust doesn't come easily for either of them, and they

300,000 first printing.

both have demons, Colton especially. Together, they learn the purpose of pain

Light Her Fire Samanthe Beck 2014-10-20 Good girl Melody Merritt is ready

and the meaning of healing, and the importance of forgiveness.

to be bad. Fresh out of an unsatisfying ten-year engagement to the town

What's Left of Me Amanda Maxlyn 2014-12-01 "I absolutely fell in love with

golden boy, she's determined to make up for lost time. And who better to

What's Left of Me by Amanda Maxlyn. With an uncanny ability to weave an

burn her sterling reputation to the ground than Bluelick's sinfully sexy new

intensely emotional story into a sexy romance, Maxlyn is a debut author you

fire chief whose wicked gaze promises complete and utter domination? Yes,

do not want to miss." - AL Jackson, NYT and USA Today Best Selling Author

please. Corrupting the prim and proper Little Miss Bluelick is the most action

Life works in mysterious ways. Four years ago I became known as the girl

Josh Bradley's seen since he transferred from Cincinnati to fast-track his

with cancer. I refuse to cry. And I refuse to give in. A relationship with a

career. He won't let anything or anyone—not even the delectable Melody

man is the last thing I'm looking for right now, but one night with Parker

Merritt—trap him in this Kentucky-fried Mayberry, but when their searing

changes everything. He is persistent, and he knows what he wants. Me. He

chemistry yields an unexpected result, he realizes he's started a blaze that's

doesn't treat me like I'm fragile. But he doesn't know, and I'm not ready to

completely beyond his control... Each book in the Private Pleasures series is

tell him. What if it changes everything? Tragedy found me when I was

STANDALONE: * Private Practice * Light Her Fire * Falling for the Enemy

seventeen. Love found me when I was twenty-one. My name is Aundrea

* Wet and Reckless * Undercover Engagement

McCall, and this is my journey.

Falling Into You Jasinda Wilder 2014-11-13 I wasn't always in love with

Mine Katy Evans 2013-11-05 "I will do anything to make her MINE."

Colton Calloway; I was in love with his younger brother, Kyle, first. Kyle

—Remington Tate In the international bestseller REAL, the unstoppable bad

was my first one true love, my first in every way. Then, one stormy August

boy of the Underground fighting circuit finally met his match. Hired to keep

night, he died, and the person I was died with him. Colton didn't teach me

him in prime condition, Brooke Dumas unleashed a primal desire in

how to live. He didn't heal the pain. He didn't make it okay. He taught me

Remington “Remy” Tate as vital as the air he breathes...and now he can’t live

how to hurt, how to not be okay, and, eventually, how to let go. Nell

without her. Brooke never imagined she would end up with the man who is

Hawthorne is in love with her life-long best friend, Kyle Calloway. Things

every woman’s dream, but not all dreams end happily ever after, and just

are great, and they're in love, young, full of promise. Then Kyle dies in a

when they need each other the most, Brooke is torn away from the ringside.

tragic accident and Nell is forever changed. She meets Kyle's older brother

Now with distance and darkness between them, the only thing left is to fight

Colton at the funeral, and there's a spark, but it's wrong and they both know

for the love of the man she calls MINE.

it. The moment passes, and they both move on with life. A couple years later,

Legend Katy Evans 2016-02-09 The highly anticipated sixth story in the

they meet again in New York City, and Colton realizes that Nell has never

New York Times bestselling series that began withReal—“a rare mix of

really gotten over Kyle's death, and seems to be harboring a deeply rooted

fevered obsession and gentle enchantment…a visceral and addicting debut”

real-by-katy-evans-on-ibooks-itunes-apple
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(Christina Lauren). A young girl in a love triangle—caught between her

specialist who can't fight her attraction to a dangerously sexy underground

desire for a dangerous, monstrous man and a nice guy who makes her happy

fighter. Remington Tate has a bad-boy rep in and out of the ring, a granite-

for the first time in her life.

hard body, and a raw, animal power that sends his female fans into a frenzy.

Playboy Katy Evans 2018-07-29 A brand new contemporary romance from

But from the moment their eyes lock, the only woman he wants is Brooke

New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling author

Dumas. His desire is pure, all-consuming, and REAL. Hired to keep his

Katy Evans. It started as a game. We flirted. We played. Most

perfect body working like a machine, Brooke finally has the lucrative sports

importantly—we won. Then I discovered who he was: Gambler. Famous

therapy job she’s been dreaming of. But as she tours the dangerous

playboy. Silver-eyed player who never plays to lose. …And my best friend’s

underground fighting circuit with Remy and his team, Brooke’s own body

soon-to-be brother in law, Cullen Carmichael. He needed a good luck charm, I

becomes alive with the most primal of hungers. If what happens between

needed a distraction. So we made a gamble and set off for Vegas—but pretty

Brooke and Remy is ever as light as a flirtation, it quickly becomes an erotic

soon—I was in too deep. My heart, soul, and body weren't supposed to be part

obsession for them both, and promises so much more. But their white-hot lust

of the deal. But somewhere between big wins and long nights, my house of

has a dark side—and when Remy’s deepest secret comes to light and Brooke’s

cards started to tumble. What was this devil with those piercing eyes doing to

familial duties demand action, will the pair be able to hang on, or will

me? I’d given up on love, but the wicked, all-in Cullen Carmichael was

everything that once seemed so real suddenly fade away like an illusion?

upping the ante and wouldn’t stop until he’d won it all. *Although this book

Ripped Katy Evans 2014-12-09 The fifth book in the New York Times new

is a complete standalone, characters from the Manwhore series appear.

adult series that began with Real. When an angry, heartbroken girl is forced

My Brother Charlie Holly Robinson Peete 2016-04-26 From bestselling author

to be near her rocker ex-boyfriend, only time will tell if the fire between

and actress Holly Robinson Peete--a heartwarming story about a boy who

them will consume them both. Pandora, the gothic friend of Brooke (Real,

happens to be autistic, based on Holly's son, who has autism. "Charlie has

Mine, Remy) and Melanie (Rogue), thought that getting her heart broken by

autism. His brain works in a special way. It's harder for him to make friends.

her bad boy rocker ex could only happen once. But now, he’s back in town

Or show his true feelings. Or stay safe." But as his big sister tells us, for

with the biggest concert of the year. Pandora hates him so much that she gets

everything that Charlie can't do well, there are plenty more things that he's

Melanie to come with her and play a prank on him at his gig. But when

good at. He knows the names of all the American presidents. He knows stuff

they’re caught by security, and her ex himself is summoned, Pandora is not

about airplanes. And he can even play the piano better than anyone he

prepared for the feelings that seeing him again—beautiful and in the

knows.Actress and national autism spokesperson Holly Robinson Peete

flesh—awaken in her. She’s also wholly unprepared for the conditions his

collaborates with her daughter on this book based on Holly's 10-year-old son,

manager sets in order for her and Melanie to be released; especially since

who has autism.

these conditions only allow Melanie to return home, while at the same time,

Real Katy Evans 2013-05-28 The New York Times and USA TODAY

they put Pandora in perilously close contact with her ex again. The torturous

bestseller, the first in a scorching series about a beautiful young sports rehab

physical closeness between them reignites the passion they once shared, and
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soon no matter how much she wants to hate him, it’s clear she’s still hung up

expert touch. She only hopes that by taking him back, she can finally help

on him. And worse: he knows it too.

heal the wounds that drove them apart. Praise for Take the Fall “Take the

Beat Amity Cross 2015-11-08 Renee "Ren" Miller was five when her Dad left

Fall is a sensual, heartwarming lovers-reunited story. I rooted for Seth to win

to go to the shops and never came back. Left to grow up with a cancer riddled

back his girl, and Marquita Valentine delivers a satisfying, emotional HEA for

mother, things have never been easy for a teenager who had to be wise

her lead characters.”—Lea Franczak, USA Today “[Take the Fall] combines

beyond her years. Then one day they lose the battle and she's all alone. Now

new-adult angst, bad boys with hearts of gold, and red-hot love scenes. . . .

twenty-two, Ren reluctantly goes to find her estranged father. He owns the

This dramatic tale races enjoyably to the finish and sets up the next book in

down and out boxing studio, Beat, and Ren finds herself drawn to the ring.

the series.”—Publishers Weekly “Take the Fall is a sexy, emotional, heartfelt

She thrives on learning a new way of fighting a life that kept kicking her

read. I adored this book and can’t wait for the next!”—New York Times

down...instead of struggling against the current, she kicks it right between

bestselling author Monica Murphy “A sexy Marine and a second chance at

the legs. Then one day her Dad's star fighter comes back to town. Ash Fuller

love? Sign me up! Marquita Valentine does it again.”—New York Times

is mysterious, handsome and dangerous... Everything Ren doesn't need. But

bestselling author Sawyer Bennett “I adore Marquita Valentine’s work!

he's got other ideas... ...and so does she.

Dynamic characters, a compelling plot, and a scorching romance left me

Take the Fall Marquita Valentine 2015-07-21 NAMED ONE OF THE MUST-

anxious for more. This is new adult romance at its best.”—New York Times

READ ROMANCES OF THE YEAR BY USA TODAY • Hailed as “a sexy,

bestselling author Virna DePaul “An excellent, incredibly moving, highly

emotional, heartfelt read” by Monica Murphy, Take the Fall is the first in a

entertaining read. I absolutely loved [Take the Fall] and I highly recommend

new series from New York Times bestselling Marquita Valentine. In this

it to anyone who wants a good, angst-ridden love story with both heart and

emotional short novel, passions run hot as a rugged, brooding Marine

teeth.”—Okie Dreams Book Reviews “I am so excited that Take the Fall is the

rekindles an old flame. As a teenager, Seth O’Connor went to jail for a crime

first book in a new series. Whee! All throughout Take the Fall, we’re treated

he had nothing to do with. He took the fall to protect the girl he loved, but

with little glances into the chemistry and connection between Piper and Jase.

the cruel realities of prison hardened him. After doing his time, Seth shuts

I cannot wait to see Piper come out of her shell as she and Jase fall in love.

her out and enlists in the Marines—until his grandmother’s funeral forces him

Swoon!”—Crystal Blogs Books “Grab a glass of wine and coffee to keep you

to come home and face Rowan Simmons once again. The woman she’s become

happy and awake as you read this book that you won’t be able to put down

puts all his high-school memories to shame, and Seth wants her more than

until those final words are read.”—The Book Fairy Reviews (five stars)

ever. Can he be honest about why he denied her for so long? After Seth

“Marquita delivers once again with a hot alpha, a smart-mouthed heroine and

pushed her away, Rowan swore that no man would ever hurt her again. But

a love that stands the test of time.”—Margie’s Must Reads “I recommend this

the boy who broke her heart has become a sexy Marine, capable of fulfilling

book and can’t wait for the next!”—Wicked Love of Books Includes an excerpt

her every desire—and now that he’s back in town, old feelings are simmering

from another Loveswept title.

to a boil. Rowan wants to stay strong, even as her body surrenders to his

The 27 Club Kim Karr 2015 From the author of the New York Times
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bestselling Connections series comes an exciting and passionate new romance.

industries and cultural tourism are also vital for economic growth and

You don't know when... You don't get to choose if... When it's time to

employment in the post-industrial age. However, the new 'Grand Projects',

join...you'll know. You might think you want to be a memberbut trust me,

which look to the arts as an element of urban regeneration, tend to be at the

this is one club you don't want to join. It's not a place where people go to live

cost Manwhore
Ms.
of both local cultural amenities and a culturally diverse society. Cultural

out their deepest, darkest sexual desiresthere are no handcuffs or blindfolds.

Planning is the first book on the planning of the arts and culture and the

The 27 Club only admits those who die young and tragically. Having just lost

interaction between the state arts policy, the cultural economy and town and

my brother to the club, I know there is no doubt. I'm next. This is my destiny

city planning. It uses case studies and examples from Europe, North America

and I was ready to yield. But then I met Nate. He awakened a sensuality in

and Asia. The book calls for the adoption of consultative planning policy,

me that had never been explored, never satisfied. I knew then I could no

distributive models and a more integrated approach to both culture and urban

longer accept my destiny. Nate's presence controls me. I'm overwhelmed by

design, to prevent the reinforcement of existing geographical and cultural

his touch, his words; my every thought is consumed by desire. I believe he

divides.

was brought into my life for a reason. Nate doesn't believe in destiny. But I

Katy Evans 2015-10-05 Katy Evans returns with a sexy

do. And if there's a way to cheat itI must.

novella, the final installment of the unforgettable love story that began in

Cultural Planning Graeme Evans 2002-09-26 Using an historic and

Manwhore. What lies ahead for Chicago’s most envied couple, Malcolm Saint

contemporary analysis, Cultural Planning examines how and why the

and Rachel Livingston? Sparks flew between them in Manwhore. Separated

cultures have been planned and the extent to which cultural amenities have

by deception, they felt the intensity and heat of their attraction turn up in

been considered in town planning. From its ancient roots in the cities of

Manwhore +1. Will Chicago’s wealthiest and most notorious player finally

classical Athenian, Roman and Byzantium empires, to the European

settle down, or will one woman never be enough? Find out in Ms.

Renaissance, public culture shows both an historic continuity and

Manwhore, the ultimate conclusion to their electric, breathtaking story.

contemporary response to economic and social change. Whilst the arts are

Rogue Katy Evans 2014-07-29 Melanie, having finally met the love of her

considered an extension of welfare provision and human rights, the creative

life, finds herself falling for her boyfriend's reclusive, younger brother and
attempts to bring some joy into his life in this sequel to Real. Original.
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